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To enhance insight into a war at sea, a large-scale, aggregated, and
highly flexible model of the ASW campaign is offered. The model was de-
signed, first and foremost, to examine the change in the marginal effec-
tiveness of friendly ASW forces due to changes of force level, force mix.
and force employment strategies. The model is keyed to the interaction
of the threat submarine force with friendly ASW forces and merchant or
military shipping. Specific features of the model provide for threat
deployment options, allocation of friendly forces, attrition to threat
and friendly forces, aggregation of friendly ASW force performance,
sensitivity to force levels, deployment of submarines within "wolfpacks"
and coordinated barrier stations, and parametric treatment of other
warfare area effectiveness. The campaign model has been programmed in
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, in conducting the
Planning, Programming, and Budgeting process, must procure, maintain,
and operate an exceptionally capable antisubmarine warfare force to
counter the Soviet submarine fleet. Extensive analysis of naval exper-
ience and detailed modeling of such conflict is employed toward that
end.
As an aid to the naval decision-maker, a large-scale, aggregated,
highly flexible model of the ASW campaign is hereby offered to enhance
insight into a war at sea.
Specific objectives of the model evolved during the development of
the current ASW CPAM (CNO Program Analysis Memorandum). To assess the
adequacy of current naval force levels and asset balance, a flexible,
but simple, fast-running computeranalysis of the ASW campaign was deemed
necessary. The model was designed, first and foremost, to examine the
change in the marginal effectiveness of friendly ASW forces due to
changes of force level, force mix, and force employment strategies.
To meet the objectives, an hierarchical approach was taken that
would employ the outputs of detailed battle, or engagement, models to
generate inputs to an easily-understood and deterministic campaign
model. The complexity of a war at sea is recognized; however, for
computational clarity, an expected-value model has been used. Appli-
cation of a deterministic model of attrition is widely accepted in lieu
of stochastic simulation [TAYLOR, J.G. 1980].

The campaign model has been programmed in the APL/360 language for
use on an IBM 360/67 computer. Execution of a thirty day ASW campaign
in which five types of each defined platform or force interact within
ten ocean areas requires less than ten minutes of CPU time.
The model is keyed to the interaction of the threat submarine force
with friendly ASW forces and merchant or military shipping. Specific
features of the campaign model provide for:
1. Threat deployment options; threat submarines may be deployed to
any ocean area via any specified route. Cycle definition is flexible,
as is time-phasing of the deployments. The model allows tasking of the
threat submarines against four primary target types: independent
shipping, convoys, underway replenishment groups, and battlegroups.
2. Allocation of friendly forces; the model takes as user inputs
the allocation of friendly assets consisting of attack submarines, mari-
time patrol aircraft, and surface escorts, with or without embarked
helicopters. Such assets may be employed in area or barrier search, or
in direct support. Tasking of ASW forces is to some extent controllable;
ocean area assignments may be absolute, or implicit via a specified
track. Minefields may be placed within any ocean area on any schedule.
3. Attrition to threat and friendly forces; present campaign models
generally do not account for the reduction of ASW effectiveness result-
ing from losses to friendly force levels during the campaign, reducing
only threat submarine quantities. This model attrits both sides by an
easily understood process.
4. Aggregation of friendly ASW force performance; friendly forces
in direct support (of a convoy, URG, or battle group) are aggregated to
8

provide a combined effectiveness against the attacking threat submarine.
Any number of friendly assets of varying types may be employed within
any specified ocean area. The sequence of platform (that is, attack
submarine, maritime patrol aircraft, and so forth) interactions with the
threat force is determined by the user.
Undersea surveillance systems may provide submarine probability areas
(SPAs) for prosecution by maritime patrol aircraft; such surveillance
systems may be programmed to become inoperative at a specified time to
reflect loss of same.
Submarine datums for prosecution by maritime patrol aircraft will
result from interaction between independent shipping and threat sub-
marines.
5. Sensitivity to force levels; attrition of threat submarines is
sensitive to both quantities (within an ocean area) of threat submarines
and friendly forces present, as is the attrition of friendly platforms.
The effectiveness of each minefield is sensitive to the quantities
of mines present.
6. Parametric treatment of other warfare area effectiveness; a naval
campaign includes significant interaction other than the antisubmarine
warfare. Any campaign analysis must recognize such other attrition to
forces to yield realistic conclusions. Attrition to all forces is
treated parametrically, specific to each area and platform type. Decay
of force levels due any other cause (for example, increased tempo of
operations, logistics difficulties) may be introduced through the same
parametric inputs.
7. Deployment of submarines within "wolfpacks'", and coordinated
barrier stations; both threat, and friendly, submarines may be deployed

to operate independently or in coordination within a wolfpack or barrier
station of homogeneous submarines. Upon attrition to a wolfpack or bar-
rier, submarine performance parameters are changed appropriately.
10

II. THE CAMPAIGN MODEL
The campaign determines the results of the large numbers of inter-
actions between threat submarines, friendly antisubmarine warfare forces
.
and merchant shipping. Friendly ASW forces include attack submarines,
maritime patrol aircraft, surface escorts, and mines. Such forces
(mines excepted) may be employed in direct support of underway replen-
ishment groups and battle groups which may also interact with the threat
submarine force. Merchant shipping may sail either independently or in
protected convoys.
Interactions take place on a daily basis, a time step deemed ade-
quately brief to capture the campaign dynamics, yet provide a fast-
running computer model. Consequently, parametric inputs are defined for
a daily occurrence; availability of such data also favors usage of the
time step of one day.
On each day of the campaign, forces within each ocean area interact
and outcomes are determined in accordance with the specified sequence
of engagements. Such outcomes are valid only to the extent that the
assumptions of the model, and the tactics and strategy implied, hold
to be true.
Movement of each platform along a specified track is effected prior
to any daily interaction. Each platform, in general, proceeds in ac-
cordance with a programmed cycle. Elements may be initialized on D-Day
at any stage of the cycle, or introduced into the campaign via the de-
ployment schedule. Exceptions to such actions are maritime patrol
11

aircraft, and mines; specified quantities of each are assigned to each
ocean area at the outset.
In preparation of input, careful consideration must be given to
determination of ocean areas. Any number of ocean areas, of any geo-
graphic size, may be defined. An ocean area may be thought of as a
"box" in and out of which threat and friendly forces move and interact.
Such areas may be established for several reasons; a primary factor to
be considered is the varying oceanographic effect on parameters such as
a probability of detection. Tactics employed may determine the size and
quantity of ocean areas; for example, each barrier may require definition
of the encompassing waters. The radius of action for any platform is
implicity assumed to be that ocean area to which the unit is assigned for
a given day. An area may, and more often than not will, exceed a plat-
form's radius of action; but, a platform may not interact with forces
outside of its assigned area. Specification of ocean areas must be suf-
ficient to encompass intended tracks for all forces. Care must be taken
to specify inputs that account for maritime patrol aircraft and submarine
transit times, operating ranges, maintenance time, and in-port turn-
around time for surface forces.
For any platform (such as threat submarine or maritime patrol air-
craft), any number of different types (within reasonable limits to avoid
excessive APL workspace size or CPU time requirements) may be specified.
The model does not limit the user to one or two or even several types
within a platform (as is often the rule). Definition of different types
of platform may be required for several reasons in addition to fleet
classifications (such as a Charlie class Soviet submarine, or a P-3C
12

Update II aircraft). Each fleet class requires a type designation within
the model to reflect differences in utilization schedules, performance
values, and weapon capabilities. Since each type defined proceeds in
accordance with a specified track, a type must be created for each track
desired; (ocean area assignments and cycle definitions are implicit
within a specified track).
A key feature of APL, the computer programming language employed for
the model, allows the user to interact with the model at any stage of
the campaign; at such times, parameters or force levels may be altered,
elements may be reassigned, or simply the results of interaction examined.
The flexibility offered may prove invaluable to the decision-maker in the
evaluation and restructure of a campaign.
Two general approaches are utilized to determine the outcome of
Interaction between friendly forces and threat submarines. Either ap-
proach necessitates assumption of an offensive, and defensive, force.
The offense initiates an engagement, while the defense may counterattack
but otherwise seeks to avoid any contact. Friendly ASW forces operating
in barrier or area search assume an offensive role; the threat submarine
becomes the offensive platform when attacking shipping, underway replen-
ishment groups, or battle groups.
The outcome of an interaction between opposing single units (for
example, prosecution of a threat submarine by a maritime patrol aircraft)
is determined in a deterministic manner. The basic assumption, common to
ASW analysis, is that elements operate independently, and engage at most
one target at any time.
The second approach, used for engagements with convoys, URGs, and
13

battlegroups, employs a firepower index to aggregate the ASW effective-
ness of heterogenous platforms within the engaged element. Expected
attrition to each platform is explicitly specified.
Specific APL functions (within APL, any "program" or "subroutine" is
created as a "function") model the pairwise interaction between plat-
forms, such as between maritime patrol aircraft and threat submarines.
The basic approach is, for the most part, applicable to each function;
any deviations peculiar to a platform are explained in the applicable
platform description.
A. INTERACTION BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS
Quantities of each platform within a given ocean area are first
ascertained; only those offensive elements that are specifically tasked
against the defensive platform and have weapons remaining may engage
targets.
The offensive platform initiates engagements given the opportunity
via the parameter "probability of detection". Every defensive element
within the area is a target of opportunity during a given day. "Proba-
bility of detection" is defined to be: the probability of detection,
classification, localization, and closure to attack range given an oppor-
tunity. (NOTE: probability of attack is included within the defined
probability of detection. Such probability of attack is more often in-
cluded in the parameter probability of kill given detection. Inclusion
of the probability of attack within the probability of detection is es-
sential to the model computations.) The parameter, probability of de-
tection, is specific for each ocean area, each offensive platform type,
and each defensive platform type.
14

The probability of detection for an area must implicitly reflect the
offensive tactics employed, such as area search or open-ocean barrier,
as well as the geographic size of the ocean area. Such factors are often
expressed within the coverage factor. Within the model, the probability
of detection, and the probability of kill given detection, are to be de-
fined for one offensive element interacting with one defensive element
within the daily time step.
Each offensive element is limited to a specified number of engage-
ments (attacks on targets) per daily time step. The parameter is
specific for the offensive platform type (such as class threat sub-
marine) and defensive platform (such as independent ship but not type
independent ship). A common assumption in Navy campaign analyses per-
mits but one engagement per day for most platforms; such need not be
assumed nor be appropriate. The actual limit on engagements is largely
a function of the time required for prosecution of a target. Other
factors, such as inoperability and repair functions, or strategy, may
decrease the rate of engagement.
Given detection and attack, defensive platform attrition is de-
termined by the parameter probability of kill (given an attack). (NOTE:
the probability of kill does not include the probability of attack as is
common procedure.) The probability of kill is specific to each ocean
area, each offensive platform type, each defensive platform type, and
implicitly includes all reattacks on the same defensive platform. Addi-
tionally, the parameter is dependent upon the number of weapons expended
as specified for each attack; (the type of weapons expended is a function
of each platform type).
15

If a defensive platform is engaged, it may then counterattack. No
limit is imposed on the number of counterattacks by an element, that is,
within the time step and function. The combined probability of a
counterattack and kill is defined as the parameter probability of kill.
(NOTE: probability of kill is defined differently for an offensive ele-
ment than for a defensive element.) The counterattack probability of
kill is specific for each ocean area, each defensive platform type, and
each offensive platform type. This parameter, as an attack probability
of kill, is dependent upon the number of weapons expended for each
(counter) attack.
Inventories of remaining weapons are maintained in the model only
for threat submarines and friendly attack submarines. Given the number
of attacks by an element, the corresponding inventory of weapons is re-
duced in accordance with the specified number of weapons expended for
each attack. These weapons are also reduced proportionate to element
attrition.
Computations in accordance with the preceding description proceed
as follows. (NOTE: abbreviations used within this section are for
illustration only; function variable names are in accordance with Ap-
pendix A.
)
References to elements, or types of elements, are applicable to the
two platforms interacting within each APL function.
Total attrition to the defensive elements of each type due to all
offensive elements is first computed. Each pairwise engagement is as-
sumed to occur as a Bernoulli event; total attrition to each element then
assumes a Binomial distribution. Total attrition to each type of defensive
16





ATTRIT(J): Attrition to elements of type J of the defensive platform
due all elements of the offensive platform.
DEF(J): Number of elements of type J of the defensive platform.
PD(IJ): Probability of detection; detection of an element of type
J of the defensive platform by an element of type I of
the offensive platform.
PK(IJ): Probability of kill given detection; attack of an element
of type J of the defensive platform by an element of type
I of the offensive platform.
OFF(I): Number of elements of type I of the offensive platform,
x/: Product of the elements.
*: Exponentiation.
This computation provides an upper bound on the attrition to the
defensive elements; if the probability of detection is "small", the ex-
pected attrition will be closely approximated by this bound. (See Ap-
pendix C.
)
Given total attrition to the defensive elements, each type of offen-
sive element is assumed to have inflicted such losses in accordance with
the total probability of kill for each type (through an application of
Bayes' Theorem). Total attrition to each type of defensive element due







ATTRIT(IJ): Attrition to elements of type J of the defensive platform
due elements of type I of the offensive platform.
+/: Sum of the elements.
If attacks are independent and each probability of kill has the same
value for each attack, then the number of the attacks to the first success
(attrition of target) will have a geometric distribution. The mean, or
the expected number of attacks to obtain attrition of the target, is
therefore the reciprocal of the probability of kill.
Consequently, the number of attacks on each type of defensive element
by each type of offensive element may be determined and any appropriate
constraint on such engagements per day applied. Any daily limit to the
number of engagements for each offensive element is applied by constrain-
ing the total attacks on all defensive elements.
If this engagement limit is an operative constraint, the number of
defensive elements attrited is reduced accordingly:
REDUCED ATTRIT(IJ) =
ATTRIT(IJ)x 1 x,Min(+/(ATTRIT(IJ)x 1 ); 0FF( I)xENG( I )
)




ENG(I): Maximum number of elements of the defensive platform that
may be engaged per day by each element of type I of the
offensive platform.
Weapon inventories of offensive elements are reduced for each attack
on defensive elements. (NOTE: weapon inventories are maintained only
18

for threat and attack submarines.) Weapons expended by each type of offen-




WPN(IJ): Number of weapons expended per attack on an element of
type J of the defensive platform by an element of type I
of the offensive platform.
Accounting is maintained of any weapons, for each type of weapon,
expended in excess of those carried by each type of submarine. Within
a daily time step, no limit is imposed on the attacks by a submarine as
a result of expending all remaining weapons. Any attempt to do so would
require adjustment of the corresponding parameter probability of kill;
such adjustment would be complex because the probability of kill may be
a non-linear function of the number of weapons expended. It was deemed
sufficient to keep an accounting of excess weapon expenditure as a
simple check on the frequency that "overexpenditure" occurs.
Given the number of engagements for each offensive element, their
attrition due to all defensive elements is computed. To avoid attri-
tion, an offensive element must survive all counterattacks. Total






PK(JI): Probability of kill; counterattack on an element of type




This computation provides an upper bound on the attrition to the
offensive elements; if the probability of kill is "small", the expected
attrition will be closely approximated by this bound. (See Appendix C.)
Computations proceed in the same manner as for attrition to the defensive
elements. Any defensive element will successfully counterattack, if en-
gaged, with a specified probability of kill.
Remaining inventories of weapons are then reduced proportionate to
element attrition.
B. INTERACTION BETWEEN A THREAT SUBMARINE AND A PROTECTED FORCE
Within each of the three functions applicable to the protected
forces (CONVOY, UNREGROUP, BATTLEGROUP) an identical model interaction
is employed. Firepower indices are utilized to aggregate the ASW ef-
fectiveness of all screening elements (nominally maritime patrol air-
craft, attack submarines, and surface escorts) and losses to the pro-
tected platforms (for example, merchant ships within a convoy) are
determined.
Each protected force (which includes the screening and protected
elements) is treated as a unit at all times. A fractional convoy does
not exist; a convoy either exists or it is totally eliminated. A con-
voy exists if there are merchant ships; an underway replenishment group
exists if there are auxiliary ships; and a battle group exists if there
are aircraft carriers. Without such elements present, ASW elements are
assumed to be dispersed for other tasking, and there can be no more
interactions.
Screening elements, once assigned to a force, are assumed to trans-
it with the same force throughout the specified force cycle. If only
20

area assignment of the screening platforms is desired, elements may be
allocated via the appropriate platform cycle or area assignment.
Weapon inventories are not maintained for (friendly) protected
forces. Cautiously, such elements are assumed not to be weapon limited;
to some extent, the assumption depends upon survival of the underway re-
plenishment groups. This critical aspect should be further examined.
Quantities of each force within a given area are first ascertained.
Only those threat submarines that are specifically tasked against the
protected force and are weapon capable may engage targets. Any pro-
tected force within the ocean area in question may be engaged.
The threat submarine is assumed to engage the protected force ac-
cording to the parameter, probability of engagement. Every protected
force within the area is a target of opportunity during a given day.
Probability of engagement is defined to be: the probability of de-
tection, localization, and closure to engage a force given the oppor-
tunity. The probability of attack may, or may not, be included in such
definition as desired; inclusion, or omission, of same should be con-
sistant with the parameter "expected loss" per engagement. The para-
meter "probability of engagement" is specific for each ocean area, each
type of threat submarine, and each type of protected force (for example,
convoy with military cargo).
The probability of engagement within an area implicitly reflects the
tactics employed by both the threat submarine (for example, barrier
within a SLOC), its weapons (for example, missiles or torpedoes), and
the protected force (type formation, for instance). Within the model,
the probability of engagement parameter is to be defined as that for one
21

threat submarine, or "wolfpack", interacting with one protected force
within the daily time step.
Each threat submarine is limited to a specified number of engage-
ments per daily time step. The parameter is specific for the type of
threat submarine and protected force engaged. The actual limit on en-
gagements is largely a function of the time required per protected force
engaged. A common assumption within Navy campaign analyses permits but
one, or possibly two, engagements per patrol cycle against any pro-
tected force; within such engagements, threat submarines often are as-
sumed to expend all available weapons against the force. An appropriate
assumption, or other constraint due weapon limitations, may establish an
upper bound on the daily engagement limit.
Given an engagement, attrition to the elements within the protected
force, attrition to the threat submarine, and weapons expended by the
threat submarine are defined by the parameter "expected loss" per engage-
ment. These values for each screening platform, the protected platform,
the threat submarine, and the weapons expended, are specific for each
pairwise interaction (that is, type of threat submarine, and type of
protected force). Expected losses are not specified as a function of
ocean area (though probability of engagement is so defined).
The expected loss to each battle group, underway replenishment group,
or convoy component, and to the attacking submarine, are adjusted as a
function of the current remaining ASW effectiveness of the protected
force. Each element of each screen, and each protected element (if
applicable), is weighted by an ASW firepower score; such scores are
22

aggregated over all elements within a force to yield the corresponding
ASW firepower index for the force. The current firepower index is then
compared to an original (full strength) reference firepower index (that
ASW effectiveness for which the parameter "expected loss" per engagement
is specified) to establish the current remaining ASW effectiveness of the
force as a fraction of the original effectiveness.
An expected loss curve is specified for each platform as a function
of the relative ASW effectiveness of the force via the two parameters:
expected loss per engagement (reference value) and an exponent, both
unique to each pairwise interaction. An exponent is applied to the
relative ASW firepower index (fraction of reference firepower index) to
determine the current attrition for each engagement (as a fraction of
reference expected loss) to each platform. Examples of such loss curves
are provided (Figure 1; Figure 2). If attrition to a platform decreases
with a reduction in the ASW effectiveness of the protected force (such as
attrition to a threat submarine), a positive exponent of value less than
one should be appropriately chosen. If attrition to a platform increases
with a reduction in the ASW effectiveness of the protected force (for
example, attrition to the merchant ships within a convoy), a negative ex-
ponent should be chosen.
Threat submarines may employ either conventional torpedoes or mis-
siles to attack a protected force. The number of weapons remaining
after each engagement will be determined as before.
Inventories of remaining threat submarine weapons are also reduced
proportionate to element attrition.
Computations in accordance with the preceding description proceed
as follows. (NOTE: abbreviations used within this section are for
23

illustration only; function variable names are in accordance with Ap-
pendix A.
)
The number of engagements by each type of threat submarine are first
computed. Threat submarines are, in general, not assumed to be target
limited; the number of targets of opportunity is assumed to be not small
(relative to the number of threat submarines). The forces engaged by





ENGPERSUB(I) : Number of forces engaged per threat sub of type I.
FORCE(J): Number of forces of type J.
PE(IJ): Probability of engagement; engagement of a force of
type J by a threat submarine of type I.
Any active constraint on these engagements is then applied over all
engagements by each submarine:
Revised ENGPERSUB(I) =




ENG(I): Maximum number of forces engaged per threat submarine of
type I.
The number of protected forces of type J engaged by threat sub-
marine of type I is then adjusted accordingly:
PE(IJ) x FORCE(J) x "Revised" ENGPERSUB(I)
"Old" ENGPERSUB(I)
These engagements are distributed uniformly over the protected
forces of type J. This assumes that each protected force is equally
24

likely to be engaged given an expected number of pairwise engagements
(that is, between opposing types).
The current ASW firepower index of each force is ascertained as a





FP(JK): Firepower score per screening element of type K within
a force of type J.
FPPCT: Relative firepower index of a force (expressed as a frac-
tion of the reference firepower index).
REF(J): Reference firepower index for a force of type J.
+/(0riginal SCR(JK) x FP(JK))
all K
SCR(JK): Number of screening elements of type K within a force of
type J.
The protected platform may contribute to the ASW firepower index as de-
sired or deemed appropriate; for example, an aircraft carrier may en-
hance the ASW effectiveness of a force, while merchant ships may be but
targets.
The aggregated ASW effectiveness of the protected force, in combi-
nation with the applicable shape parameter, is applied to compute the
attrition to elements of each screen and the protected platform:
LOSS(IJK)x(FPPCT*EXP(IJK))xEngmts by threat sub of type I
where:
EXP(IJK): Shape parameter (exponent) per expected loss curve for
screening elements of type K within a force of type J due
25

a threat submarine of type I.
LOSS(IJK): Expected loss to screening elements of type K within a
force of type J due a threat submarine of type I.
and to each type of threat submarine:
LOSS(JI)x(FPPCT*EXP(JI))xEngmts by threat sub of type I
where:
EXP(JI) : _Shape parameter (exponent) per expected loss curve for
threat submarines of type I due a force of type J.
LOSS(JI): Expected loss to a threat submarine, or "wolfpack", of
type I due a force of type J.
The number of torpedoes and missiles expended by threat submarines
is likewise determined (where the number of weapons expended per en-
gagement is equivalent to the expected loss per engagement). Such wea-
pon expenditure includes all torpedoes and missiles expended throughout
the engagement regardless of target.
Remaining inventories of weapons are then reduced proportionate to
























III. MISSION ALLOCATION AND PLATFORM INTERACTIONS
Descriptions are provided of each platform, mission allocation, and
the specifics of modeled interaction.
Names of input parameters applicable to the following comments are
specified. All input parameters are defined in accordance with Appendix
A.
A. THREAT SUBMARINE
Threat submarines are defined as all threat submarines, regardless
of classification, tasked to attack friendly shipping or naval forces.
Strategic submarines may be included if attrition of these submarines is
to be computed. Threat submarines are assigned to area or barrier
search operations by corresponding track definition and parameter speci-
fications.
Threat submarines may be directed to attack independent shipping,
convoys, underway replenishment groups, or battle groups. Specific
tasking is defined by the parameters SUBTASKIND, SUBTASKCON, SUBTASKURG,
and SUBTASKBG; a percentage of the threat submarines of each type is
directed to engage the respective platform or force. Threat submarines
may counterattack friendly ASW platforms, but otherwise avoid any con-
tact except as tasked.
Any number of different types of threat submarines may be allocated
to area or barrier search operations and deployed to any ocean areas.
These different types of submarines must be created to reflect fleet
29

classification, operational utilization, area of operations, or other
considerations. If so desired, a specific type may be created for each
threat submarine.
Any employment of threat submarines within "wolfpacks", or coordi-
nated barrier stations, necessitates definition of additional types of
submarines. Submarines within each type of "wolfpack" must be homo-
geneous; or alternatively, parameters specific to a "wolfpack" must ade-
quately describe the (average) performance of each submarine within the
"wolfpack".
As the number of threat submarines within a "wolfpack" is reduced
(due attrition), the effectiveness of the "wolfpack" is correspondingly
diminished. To reflect any change in corresponding parameter values,
the remaining submarines may be reclassified as attrition occurs. For
example, given an initial "wolfpack" of three submarines, upon attri-
tion of one submarine, the remaining two threat submarines may be re-
classified as a different type of "wolfpack" of two submarines. Further
attrition to the "wolfpack" may result in a sole surviving threat sub-
marine operating independently.
Reclassification occurs upon reduction of the number of remaining
submarines within a "wolfpack" to a value less than the specified para-
meter SUBBKPT. (NOTE: each element of the matrix SUBQTY is considered
to define at most one "wolfpack".) The parameter SUBBKPT should be de-
fined equal to zero for any type of submarine operating independently.
The parameter SUBRETYPE defines the type of "wolfpack" submarines re-
classified as each type of submarine ("wolfpack" or submarines operating
independently). (NOTE: if none, the parameter SUBRETYPE should be
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defined equal to the same type for submarines always operating inde-
pendently; and for each initial "wolfpack" type, the equivalent type of
submarine operating independently.)
Sufficient types of threat submarines must be defined to allow for
decrements of "wolfpacks" (that is, if effectiveness is to diminish).
The tracks of all such associated submarine types must be identical (due
to the data structure employed); as a "wolfpack" suffers attrition, the
submarines continue along the same track but with decreasing effective-
ness. The operational tasking of these submarines may be altered, how-
ever.
Each submarine patrol track is defined by the parameter SUBAREA; for
each day of the deployment, the geographic position of the submarine is
specified by an ocean area. (Each ocean area is labeled by an integer
of value from one to AREAQTY, the number of ocean areas.) Any days on
which the threat submarine remains at base for resupply are to be in-
cluded in the defined track; each base may be labeled by any integer
value exceeding AREAQTY, or zero. If parametric attrition of these sub-
marines while at base is desired, the appropriate base must be nominally
defined to be an ocean area.
The submarine patrol cycle is further defined by three input values;
SUBON, the first day of arrival on station for the deployment; SUBOFF,
the day of departure off station for the deployment; and SUBEND, the
number of days for each deployment.
Sailings of submarines are specified by the deployment schedule in-
put as SUBSKED. If desired, submarines may be deployed on D-Day; these
submarines must be defined in the parameter SUBQTY. Any submarine deployed
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on D-Day will begin a new patrol cycle upon completion of resupply and
need not be included in the deployment schedule.
Upon completion of the on station patrol (endurance limit) or deple-
tion of on board weapons (whichever occurs first), a submarine departs
the patrol area for resupply. A specified percentage of each type of
submarine proceeds to out of area resupply; all other submarines must re-
turn to the appropriate base. An additional track for each type of sub-
marine must be defined for out of area resupply to include all days from
departure off station to the return to on station patrol (defined by
SUBOARAREA).
Parameter values reflecting submarine effectiveness (SUBPDET_
_,
SUBPKILL , SUBPENG ) are to be defined for one threat sub-
marine interacting with one opposing platform or protected force within
the daily time step. The exception to this definition is for the para-
meter SUBPKILLIND for "wolfpack" submarines; the probability of kill is
here to be specified for one "wolfpack" attacking an independent ship.
If "wolfpacks" disperse to attack independent shipping, the probability
of kill is then specified for a threat submarine.
Threat submarines may be defined as maintaining any of two types of
weapons on board; conventional torpedoes or missiles labeled SLCM.
Initial inventories of each are to be specified by the parameters
SUBTORPLOAD and SUBSLCMLOAD.
Parametric attrition to threat submarines from other warfare areas
is defined by the parameter OTHERPKSUB. Inventories of any weapons re-




Attack submarines are defined to be all friendly submarines, regard-
less of fleet classification, tasked to counter the threat submarine
force. Attack submarines may be allocated to area or barrier search,
including coordinated barrier stations, or to direct support of a convoy,
underway replenishment group, or battle group. These submarines may be
deployed to any ocean area.
Assignment to area or barrier search is defined by the parameter
SSNQTY; assignment to direct support is defined by the appropriate para-
meter (CONSCREEN, URGSCREEN, BGSCREEN).
Any number of different types of attack submarines may be allocated
to area or barrier search operations. Submarines assigned to direct
support are assumed to be homogeneous within the defined screen specific
to each type of protected force; parameter values must reflect the type
of submarine assigned.
Attack submarine track definition (parameter SSNAREA) and type spe-
cification is in accordance with the corresponding description for
threat submarines. Provisions exist for employment of attack submarines
within "wolfpacks" or coordinated barrier stations.
The function ATTACKSUBMARINE computes the results of interaction
between threat submarines and attack submarines assigned to area or
barrier search. Interaction between threat submarines and attack sub-




Attack submarines prosecute any threat submarines within the ocean
area assigned as defined by the parameters SSNPDETSUB, the probability
of detection, and SSNPKILLSUB, the probability of kill (given a detec-
tion). False contacts must be accounted for in the parameter SSNPDETSUB.
Threat submarines are prosecuted as if operating independently regardless
of any threat "wolfpack" operations. Threat submarines may counterattack,
as defined by the parameter SUBPKILLSSN, but otherwise avoid any contact
with the attack submarine force. These parameters are to be defined for
one attack submarine interacting with one threat submarine within the
daily time step. The only exception to this rule is for SSNPKILLSUB for
coordinated barrier stations; the probability of kill is then defined
for the attack "wolfpack".
Attack submarines may be defined as maintaining any of three types
of weapons on board; conventional torpedoes, and two types of missiles
labeled TASM and TLAM. Initial inventories of each are to be specified
by the parameters SSNTORPLOAD, SSNTASMLOAD, and SSNTLAMLOAD.
Attack submarines utilize torpedoes only to attack threat submarines
(as threat submarines utilize torpedoes only to counterattack). Inven-
tories of torpedoes only are then reduced for attacks, while all weapons
are reduced proportionate to element attrition.
Computations within the function ATTACKSUBMARINE proceed in accor-
dance with the description of II. A.
Attrition to threat submarines is determined and allocated to each
type of attack submarine. Any operative constraint (as defined by
SSNSUBENGLMT) and the resultant adjustment of threat submarine attrition
is applied. Attack submarine inventories of torpedoes are reduced for
attacks in accordance with SSNTORPPERSUB.
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Threat submarines counterattack as defined by the parameter
SUBPKILLSSN. Attrition to the attack submarines is then determined
and allocated to each type of threat submarine. Threat submarine in-
ventories of torpedoes are reduced for counterattacks in accordance
with SUBTORPPERSSN.
Force levels of both the attack and the threat submarines are then
reduced for this attrition. Remaining inventories of weapons on board
all submarines are then reduced proportionate to the element attrition.
Parametric attrition to attack submarines from other warfare areas
is defined by the parameter OTHERPKSSN. Remaining inventories of wea-
pons are reduced proportionate to this attrition.
C. MINES
Minefields may be placed within any ocean area to counter the threat
submarine force. A minefield may be comprised of any number of differ-
ent types of mines, and becomes operative (or is deployed) in accordance
with the programmed schedule input as MINESKED. Each ocean area may
contain at most one minefield.
Each minefield specific to an ocean area is defined by the para-
meter MINEQTY; an initial number of each different type of mine is
specified. All mines within a minefield become operative simultaneously
on the appropriate day scheduled.
Parameters reflecting mine effectiveness (MINEPDET, MINEPKILL) are
to be defined for the probability of detection, and then kill, of a
transiting threat submarine by a mine. (NOTE: parameters are defined
for a mine, not a minefield.) Current effectiveness of a minefield is
computed as a function of the number of mines present within the minefield.
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Probability of detection, MINEPDET, is defined as: the probability
of detection, recognition, and detonation or attack. Probability of
kill given detection, MINEPKILL, is then defined only as the probability
of a submarine kill given mine detonation or attack. The number of
mines expected to detonate to achieve a submarine kill is therefore the
reciprocal of the MINEPKILL value (assuming a geometric distribution;
see II. A.).
The function MINES computes the results of interaction between the
threat submarine force and any minefields. Computations proceed in
accordance with II. A.
Attrition to the threat submarines transiting the minefield is de-
termined and allocated to each type of mine. Submarine force levels
are then reduced for this attrition; submarine inventories of all wea-
pons are reduced proportionate to these losses.
The number of mines within the minefield is reduced for attacks to
reflect the diminished effectiveness of the minefield. Any other decay
or sterilization of the minefield is to be defined by the parameter
OTHERPKMINE. To effect sterilization of the minefield, this parameter
or MINEQTY may be altered interactively.
D. MARITIME PATROL AIRCRAFT
Maritime patrol aircraft are defined as all land-based ASW patrol
aircraft tasked to counter the threat submarine force. Aircraft may
be allocated to area or barrier search within any ocean area, or to
direct support of a convoy, underway replenishment group, or battle
group. Assignment to area or barrier search is defined implicitly by
VPQTY; the number of aircraft allocated to each ocean area is to be
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specified as the number of patrol stations maintained. Computations to
determine the number of stations maintained as a function of the air-
craft allocated, transit requirements, and availability are external to
the model
.
Assignment of aircraft to direct support is defined by the appropri-
ate parameter: CONSCREEN, URGSCREEN, or BGSCREEN. Aircraft may be
allocated to each screen as the number of patrol stations maintained or
patrol aircraft assigned; the user's choice must be consistant with the
values specified for firepower scores, and expected losses.
Any number of different types of patrol aircraft may be allocated to
area or barrier search operations. Aircraft assigned to direct support
are assumed to be homogeneous within the defined screen specific to each
type of protected force; defined parameter values must reflect the type
of aircraft assigned.
The function PATROLAIRCRAFT computes the results of interaction be-
tween threat submarines and maritime patrol aircraft assigned to area or
barrier search operations. Interaction between threat submarines and
aircraft allocated to direct support is explained within the applicable
protected force description.
Patrol aircraft will prosecute, within the area assigned, any avail-
able submarine probability areas or flaming datums resulting from
attacks on independent shipping in lieu of area or barrier search.
Undersea surveillance systems provide detection capabilities within
each ocean area as defined by the parameter SOSUSPDETSUB. The surveil-
lance system within an area may be programmed to become inoperative at




Flaming datums result from threat submarine attacks on independent
shipping; these datums are only prosecuted for one day, and only by
maritime patrol aircraft within the same ocean area.
Detections by undersea surveillance systems and flaming datums are
assumed to be independent but not mutually exclusive. The combined
number of SPAs and flaming datums to be prosecuted is thus computed. No
false or duplicate datums are assumed or prosecuted.
If SPAs or flaming datums are prosecuted, redetection by maritime
patrol aircraft is defined by the parameter VPPDETDAT, the probability
of detecting the threat submarine given a probability area or datum.
If no such probability areas are available, MPA stations employ area or
barrier search tactics as applicable for the ocean area and implicitly
defined by the parameter VPPDETSUB, the probability of detecting a threat
submarine. Given detection, regardless if obtained by prosecution of a
probability area or by area or barrier search, the probability of kill
(given an attack) is to be specified by the parameter VPPKILLSUB. These
parameters (VPPDETDAT, VPPDETSUB, and VPPKILLSUB) are to be defined for
one maritime patrol aircraft station interacting with one threat sub-
marine within the daily time step.
Threat submarines are prosecuted as if operating independently re-
gardless of any threat "wolfpack" operations. Threat submarines may
counterattack as defined by the parameter SUBKILLVP (for example, with
missiles; however, inventory of these weapons is not maintained within
the model), but otherwise seek to avoid any contact with the patrol air-
craft.
Computations within the function PATROLAIRCRAFT proceed in general
with the description of II. A.
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Attrition to the threat submarines is determined and allocated to
each type of patrol aircraft. Any operative constraint (that is,
VPSUBENGLMT) and the resultant adjustment of the threat submarine attri-
tion is applied.
Threat submarines counterattack as defined by SUBPKILLVP. Attrition
to the patrol aircraft stations is determined and allocated to each type
of threat submarine.
Force levels of both the maritime patrol aircraft stations and the
threat submarines are then reduced for attrition. Threat submarine in-
ventories of weapons are reduced proportionate to element attrition.
Parametric attrition to maritime patrol aircraft from other warfare
areas is defined by the parameter OTHERPKVP. Any other decay of MPA
force levels may also be specified by OTHERPKVP. Exponentional decay
of force levels is often assumed, but often for ease of computations
only.
Threat submarines proceeding to and from out of area resupply may
only be prosecuted by maritime patrol aircraft. To avoid duplicate
utilization of MPA forces (the function does not permit the prosecution
of both submarines on patrol and submarines proceeding to 00A resupply
within the same ocean area on a given day), the specified track for out
of area resupply should exclude any threat submarine patrol areas.
Prosecution of these submarines is in accordance with the preceding
description and computed within the same function PATROLAIRCRAFT. Pre-
viously defined parameters reflecting MPA effectiveness must be defined




Independent shipping is defined as any merchant or military shipping
transiting independently without benefit of protection by naval forces.
Any number of different types of shipping may transit through any ocean
areas. These different types of shipping must be defined to reflect
differences in cargo, SLOC utilization, or other considerations.
Each track, specific to each type of shipping, is defined by the
parameter INDAREA; for each day of the transit, the geographic position
of a ship is specified by an ocean area.
The schedule of independent ship sailings for the campaign is to be
input as the parameter INDSKED. If desired, independent ships may be
enroute on D-Day; these ships must be defined in the parameter INDQTY.
Transits of each type of shipping may be defined for either delivery
only, or to include the return track. Upon completion of the defined
track, no further accounting of an independent ship exists within the
model. Each sailing of any independent ship must be explicitly scheduled
by INDSKED.
Caution must be exercised with regard to the independent shipping
schedule; later departures may be dependent upon the survival of earlier
sailings. Arrivals of independent ships, upon completion of the appro-
priate track, are tallied for each type of ship for each day of the cam-
paign. These arrivals should be monitored, or reviewed, to determine
the validity of available merchant assets throughout the campaign.
Threat submarines, with the appropriate tasking as defined by the
parameter SUBTASKIND, attack independent ships in accordance with the
specified probability of detection, SUBPDETIND, and probability of kill
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given detection, SUBPKILLIND. Submarines utilize conventional torpedoes
only for these attacks; the parameter SUBTORPPERIND defines the number
of torpedoes expended for each attack.
Independent ships may counterattack as defined by the parameter
INDPKILLSUB, but otherwise seek to avoid any contact with the threat
submarines.
The parameters SUBPDETIND, SUBPKILLIND, and INDPKILLSUB are to be
defined for one threat submarine interacting with one independent ship
within the daily time step. For a threat "wolfpack", SUBPKILLIND is to
be defined for the "wolfpack" attacking an independent ship.
The function INDEPSHIP computes the results of interaction between
threat submarines and independent shipping. Computations within the
function proceed in accordance with the description of II. A.
Attrition to independent shipping is determined and allocated to
each type of threat submarine. Any operative constraint (that is,
SUBINDENGLMT) and the resultant adjustment of independent ship attrition
is applied. Threat submarine inventories of torpedoes are reduced for
attacks in accordance with SUBTORPPERIND.
Independent ships counterattack as defined by INDPKILLSUB; attrition
to the threat submarines is determined and allocated to each type of
independent shipping.
Force levels of both the threat submarines and the independent ships
are reduced for attrition. Threat submarine inventories are further re-
duced proportionate to element attrition.
Parametric attrition to independent shipping from other warfare areas
is specified by the parameter OTHERPKIND. This attrition, for example,




A convoy is defined to be any merchant shipping transiting with the
protection of naval forces to counter threat naval forces. Any number
of different types of convoys may be defined and transit through any
ocean areas. These different types must be created to reflect dif-
ferences in cargo, SLOC utilization, screen composition, speed of ad-
vance, and other considerations. If desired, each convoy may be created
as a specific type.
Each convoy track, specific to each type of convoy, is to be defined
by the parameter CONAREA; for each day of the transit, the geographic
position of a convoy is specified by an ocean area.
The schedule of convoy departures for the campaign is to be input
as the parameter CONSKED; the number of merchant ships sailing within
each convoy is to be specified. Each element of the matrix CONSKED may
define at most one convoy.
Upon departure, each convoy is provided with a screen comprised of
a specified number of elements of at most three different platforms.
These platforms are nominally labeled as maritime patrol aircraft,
attack submarines, and surface escorts. Any three platforms desired may
be employed; computations are identical within the function CONVOY for
each platform. Each convoy of the same type is provided with an identi-
cal screen as defined by CONSCREEN, regardless of the number of merchant
ships sailing within the convoy. Elements assigned to each convoy ac-
company the force for the entire transit; (this does not imply that the
screen does not suffer attrition).
If desired, convoys may be deployed on D-Day; these forces must be
defined by the parameters CONMERQTY, CONVPQTY, CONSSNQTY, and CONESCQTY
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(screen composition must by consistant with the parameter CONSCREEN).
The corresponding elements of these matrices may define at most one
convoy.
Transits of each type of convoy may be defined for either delivery
only or to include the return track. Upon completion of the defined
track, no further accounting of a convoy exists within the model. Each
sailing of any convoy must be scheduled by CONSKED.
Caution must be exercised with regard to the convoy schedule; later
departures may be dependent upon the survival of earlier sailings. Ar-
rivals of merchant ships and screening elements, upon completion of the
appropriate track are tallied for each type of convoy for each day of
the campaign. These arrivals should be monitored, or reviewed, to de-
termine the validity of available assets throughout the campaign.
A firepower index is used to aggregate the ASW effectiveness of each
screening element and, if appropriate, the merchant ships within each
convoy. Each element is weighted by a firepower score to reflect the
relative contribution of each platform to the total convoy ASW effec-
tiveness. These firepower scores are defined for the original screen
(as specified by CONSCREEN) and merchant ships within a convoy inter-
acting with a threat submarine.
Threat submarines, with the appropriate tasking as defined by the
parameter SUBTASKCON, engage convoys in accordance with the specified
probability of engagement, SUBPENGCON. Threat submarines may utilize
either torpedoes or missiles to attack convoys; the number of weapons
expended for each attack on a convoy is specified within the parameter
CONEXPLOSS. Convoy forces will counterattack, but otherwise avoid any
contact with the threat submarines.
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Attrition is defined by the parameter CONEXPLOSS for an engagement
between a convoy (of original force levels) and a threat submarine, or
"wolfpack". Expected losses are specified for each type of platform
within the screen, the merchant ships, and the threat submarine, or
"wolfpack".
The function CONVOY computes the results of interaction between the
convoy and threat submarine forces. Computations proceed as described
in II. B.
The number of convoys engaged by threat submarines is determined
and allocated to each type of threat submarine. Any operative con-
straint (that is, SUBCONENGLMT), and resultant adjustment of engage-
ments is applied. Engagements by each type of threat submarine are
then allocated to each convoy.
The current ASW firepower index of each convoy is determined and
expressed relative to a reference index (that is, percentage of
REFCONFPINDEX). Expected losses to each convoy attacked, and to each
threat submarine counterattacked, are determined and adjusted for the
current ASW effectiveness of the convoy for each engagement. Torpedo
and missile expenditure for attacks by the threat submarine is similarly
computed.
Inventories of remaining weapons on board threat submarines are then
further reduced proportionate to element attrition.
Parametric attrition to elements within the convoy from other war-
fare is to be specified by the parameters OTHERPKCONMER, OTHERPKCONVP,
OTHERPKCONSSN, and OTHERPKCONESC. For example, attrition to these forces
resulting from a threat aircraft strike may be effected by interactively
varying these parameters for the day of the strike.
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G. UNDERWAY REPLENISHMENT GROUP
An underway replenishment group is defined to be any naval auxiliary
ships deployed with the protection of naval forces. Any number of dif-
ferent types of underway replenishment groups may be defined and deployed
within any ocean areas. These different types must be created to reflect
differences in fleet classifications, operation areas, SLOC utilization,
screen composition, and other considerations. If desired, each underway
replenishment group may be created as a specific type.
Each underway replenishment group track, specific to each type of
underway replenishment group, is to be defined by the parameter URGAREA;
for each day of the deployment, the geographic position of an underway
replenishment group is specified by an ocean area.
The schedule of underway replenishment group departures for the
campaign is to be input as the parameter URGSKED; the number of auxiliary
ships sailing within each underway replenishment group is to be specified.
Each element of the matrix URGSKED may define at most one underway re-
plenishment group.
Upon a scheduled departure, each underway replenishment group is
provided with a screen comprised of a specified number of elements of
at most three different platforms. These platforms are nominally
labeled as maritime patrol aircraft, attack submarines, and surface es-
corts. Any three platforms desired may be employed; computations are
identical within the function UNREPGROUP for each platform. Each under-
way replenishment group of the same type is provided with an identical
screen as defined by URGSCREEN, regardless of the number of auxiliary
ships sailing within the underway replenishment group. Elements assigned
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to each underway replenishment group accompany the force for the entire
deployment; (this does not imply that the screen does not suffer attri-
tion).
If desired, underway replenishment groups may be deployed on D-Day;
these forces must be defined by the parameters URGAUXQTY, URGVPQTY,
URGSSNQTY, and URGESCQTY (screen composition must be consistant with the
parameter URGSCREEN). The corresponding elements of these matrices may
define at most one underway replenishment group.
Transits of each type of underway replenishment group must be de-
fined for an entire deployment from departure to the return arrival and
any days required for resupply or turn-around. An underway replenish-
ment group will begin a new cycle upon completion of turn-around; these
departures need not be included in the deployment schedule URGSKED.
However, the number of elements of each type then sailing within each
underway replenishment group remains the same as those that completed
the last cycle. (That is, a new screen is not provided as defined by
URGSCREEN.)
A firepower index is used to aggregate the ASW effectiveness of
each screening element and, if appropriate, the auxiliary ships within
each underway replenishment group. Each element is weighted by a fire-
power score to reflect the relative contribution of each platform to
the total underway replenishment group ASW effectiveness. These fire-
power scores are defined for the original screen (as specified by
URGSCREEN) and auxiliary ships within an underway replenishment group
interacting with a threat submarine.
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Threat submarines, with the appropriate tasking as defined by the
parameter SUBTASKURG, engage underway replenishment groups in accor-
dance with the specified probability of engagement, SUBPENGURG. Threat
submarines may utilize either torpedoes or missiles to attack underway
replenishment groups; the number of weapons expended for each attack on
an underway replenishment group is specified within the parameter
URGEXPLOSS. Underway replenishment group forces will counterattack, but
otherwise avoid any contact with the threat submarines.
Attrition is defined by the parameter URGEXPLOSS for an engagement
between an underway replenishment group (of original force levels) and
a threat submarine, or "wolfpack". Expected losses are specified for
each type of platform within the screen, the auxiliary ships, and the
threat submarine, or "wolfpack".
The function UNREPGROUP computes the results of interaction between
the underway replenishment group and threat submarine forces. Computa-
tions proceed as described in II. B.
The number of underway replenishment groups engaged by threat sub-
marines is determined and allocated to each type of threat submarine.
Any operative constraint (that is, SUBURGENGLMT) , and resultant adjust-
ment of engagements is applied. Engagements by each type of threat
submarine are then allocated to each underway replenishment group.
The current ASW firepower index of each underway replenishment
group is determined and expressed relative to a reference index (that
is, percentage of REFURGFPINDEX). Expected losses to each underway
replenishment group attacked, and to each threat submarine counter-
attacked, are determined and adjusted for the current ASW effectiveness
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of the underway replenishment group for each engagement. Torpedo and
missile expenditure for attacks by the threat submarine is similarly
computed.
Inventories of remaining weapons on board threat submarines are
then further reduced proportionate to element attrition.
Parametric attrition to elements within the underway replenishment
group from other warfare is to be specified by the parameters OTHERPKURGAUX,
OTHERPKURGVP, OTHERPKURGSSN, and OTHERPKURGESC. For example, attrition
to these forces resulting from a threat aircraft strike may be effected
by interactively varying these parameters for the day of the strike.
H. BATTLE GROUP
A battle group is defined to be any aircraft carriers deployed with
the protection of naval forces. Any number of different types of
battle groups may be defined and deployed within any ocean areas. These
different types must be created to reflect differences in fleet classi-
fications, operation areas, SLOC protection, screen composition, and
other considerations. If desired, each battle group may be created as
a specific type.
Each battle group track, specific to each type of battle group, is
to be defined by the parameter BGAREA; for each day of the deployment,
the geographic position of a battle group is specified by an ocean area.
The schedule of battle group departures for the campaign is to be
input as the parameter BGSKED; the number of aircraft carriers sailing
within each battle group is to be specified. Each element of the matrix
BGSKED may define at most one battle group.
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Upon a scheduled departure, each battle group is provided with a
screen comprised of a specified number of elements of at most three
different platforms. These platforms are nominally labeled as maritime
patrol aircraft, attack submarines, and surface escorts. Any three
platforms desired may be employed; computations are identical within the
function BATTLEGROUP for each platform. Each battle group of the same
type is provided with an identical screen as defined by BGSCREEN, regard-
less of the number of aircraft carriers sailing within the battle group.
Elements assigned to each battle group accompany the force for the en-
tire deployment; (this does not imply that the screen does not suffer
attrition).
If desired, battle groups may be deployed on D-Day; these forces
must be defined by the parameters BGCVQTY, BGVPQTY, BGSSNQTY, and BGESCQTY
(screen composition must be consistant with the parameter BGSCREEN). The
corresponding elements of these matrices may define at most one battle
group.
Transits of each type of battle group must be defined for an entire
deployment from departure to the return arrival and any days required
for resupply or turn-around. A battle group will begin a new cycle upon
completion of turn-around; these departures need not be included in the
deployment schedule BGSKED. However, the number of elements of each
type then sailing within each battle group remains the same as those
that completed the last cycle. (That is, a new screen is not provided
as defined by BGSCREEN.)
A firepower index is used to aggregate the ASW effectiveness of each
screening element and the aircraft carriers within each battle group.
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Each element is weighted by a firepower score to reflect the relative
contribution of each platform to the total battle group ASW effective-
ness. These firepower scores are defined for the original screen (as
specified by BGSCREEN) and aircraft carriers within a battle group in-
teracting with a threat submarine.
Threat submarines, with the appropriate tasking as defined by the
parameter SUBTASKBG, engage battle groups in accordance with the speci-
fied probability of engagement, SUBPENGBG. Threat submarines may utilize
either torpedoes or missiles to attack battle groups; the number of wea-
pons expended for each attack on a battle group is specified within the
parameter BGEXPLOSS. Battle group forces will counterattack, but other-
wise avoid any contact with the threat submarines.
Attrition is defined by the parameter BGEXPLOSS for an engagement
between a battle group (of original force levels) and a threat submarine,
or "wolfpack". Expected losses are specified for each type of platform
within the screen, the aircraft carriers, and the threat submarine, or
"wolfpack".
The function BATTLEGROUP computes the results of interaction between
the battle group and threat submarine forces. Computations proceed as
described in II. B.
The number of battle groups engaged by threat submarines is deter-
mined and allocated to each type of threat submarine. Any operative
constraint (that is, SUBBGENGLMT) , and resultant adjustment of engage-
ments is applied. Engagements by each type of threat submarine are then
allocated to each battle group.
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The current ASW firepower index of each battle group is determined
and expressed relative to a reference index (that is, percentage of
REFBGFPINDEX). Expected losses to each battle group attacked, and to
each threat submarine counterattacked, are determined and adjusted for
the current ASW effectiveness of the battle group for each assessment.
Torpedo and missile expenditure for attacks by the threat submarine is
similarly computed.
Inventories of remaining weapons on board threat submarines are then
further reduced proportionate to element attrition.
Parametric attrition to elements within the battle group from other
warfare is to be specified by the parameters OTHERPKBGCV, OTHERPKBGVP,
OTHERPKBGSSN, and OTHERPKBGESC. For example, attrition to these forces
resulting from a threat aircraft strike may be effected by interactively
varying these parameters for the day of the strike.
The model has been programmed in the APL computer language to permit
the matrix applications which provide the required flexibility for the
campaign analysis. The APL translation has been written for efficiency
as well as clarity; (though efficiency has been sacrificed to some extent
to promote clarity). Parameter names have been chosen to literally
equate with the corresponding definitions.
The CPU time required to execute the model will vary directly with
the number of ocean areas defined, and the duration of the campaign;
each APL function which determines the outcome of pairwise interactions
is executed for each ocean area for each day of the campaign. The APL
workspace size required will depend primarily upon the number of ocean
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areas defined, the duration of the campaign, and the number of different
types and cycle durations specified for each platform.
The APL translation of each model function is enclosed; documenta-
tion within each function is minimal to avoid an excessive workspace
size requirement. (58 records are required for an APL workspace to con-
tain all model functions.) The function INITIALIZE is provided to
facilitate the creation of a database for the required input parameters.
The user interactively defines key input parameters; the function then
creates appropriately sized vectors, matrices, or three-dimensional ar-
rays for all input parameters. Output parameters are defined in Appendix
B. The user may easily define any desired output sequence and labeling.
Attrition statistics are collected throughout the model to record
the results of the numerous interactions between threat and friendly
forces. Attrition to each type of platform, including platforms within
a protected force, is tallied for each day of the campaign, and for each
ocean area. Attrition to each type of threat submarine is also tallied
by the platform, or protected force, inflicting the losses for each day
of the campaign, and for each ocean area.
Cumulative attrition to each type of friendly platform is tallied
by the type of threat sumbarine inflicting the losses. Similarly, cumu-
lative attrition to each type of threat submarine is tallied by the type
of friendly platform, or protected force, inflicting the losses.
Parametric attrition for other warfare areas to any platform is only
reflected in the appropriate statistic (the appropriate parameter ___





Extensive analysis and modeling has been previously employed to en-
hance insight into the ASW campaign. This attempt to model the numerous
interactions between the threat submarine force and friendly naval forces
and merchant, and military, shipping provides improved flexibility and
options to examine a myriad of scenarios. The principal feature unique
to this campaign model allows for attrition to both threat and friendly
forces.
The use of a firepower approach is infrequent within naval campaign
analyses; however, firepower indices provide a means to aggregate the
effectiveness of heterogeneous forces, as opposed to an assumption of
homogeneity. The model allows for saturation, in the sense that limited
attrition to a friendly force does not necessarily degrade the perfor-
mance of the friendly force proportionate to the losses. This effect
is often recognized to occur given ASW defense in depth.
Any campaign model must be used with caution; the results obtained
are valid only to the extent that the assumptions of the model, and the
tactics and strategy implied, hold to be true. The assumption that
force levels are "not small" and "not near parity" must hold if this
deterministic model is to yield viable results [TAYLOR, J.G. 1980].
The campaign model should be used as an illustrative, and not
necessarily predictive, tool by the naval decision-maker. Through ex-
tensive analysis of varied scenarios, critical areas of operations may
be identified, the feasibility of strategies may be determined, and
cautiously, the adequacy of force levels may be evaluated.
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The campaign model does not examine the dynamics of tactical inter-
action, however. The model is simply an aggregated "bookkeeping" approach
to an ASW campaign. Any microscopic look at tactical interaction must be
examined within an appropriate engagement model. The output of these
highly-detailed models then may be utilized to define input parameters to
the campaign model
.
The assumptions required to employ the model have been described in
the previous chapters; several of these premises need to be emphasized.
For each pairwise interaction, one platform only is assumed to initiate
an engagement. Independent shipping will most likely seek to avoid any
contact with the threat submarines; however, naval forces in direct sup-
port of a battle group might indeed close an unsuspecting threat sub-
marine. If this opportunity is relatively infrequent, then the assumption
may remain valid.
Though the model determines attrition to merchant shipping, the
validity of adequate ships to meet the campaign shipping schedule re-
quires constant review. The number of merchant ships lost will be over-
estimated if ships no longer exist to maintain the programmed schedule.
Throughout the campaign adequate logistics are assumed. However,
the survival of the battle groups may greatly depend upon the survival
of the underway replenishment groups. Likewise, the ability of maritime
patrol aircraft to perform the assigned mission may depend upon a suffi-
cient supply of spare parts, sonobuoys, and torpedoes. The complex logis-
tics for a naval campaign should be evaluated to determine the degree of
degradation to operational performance that may result.
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Validation of any campaign model is a most difficult task; historic
data of only limited interest is available to provide a "benchmark".
Major studies, such as SEAWAR 85, may provide a basis for comparison.
However, these studies have also utilized mathematical models to deter-
mine attrition, and often only to the threat force.
Acceptability of this campaign model is currently under study by
OP-96, the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. Complete validation,
however, will not be easily accomplished; attrition to threat submarines
only may be directly compared with other study results. Subjective




APPENDIX A: LIST OF INPUT PARAMETERS
PARAMETER NAME
Shape or dimension of parameter (array = three-dimensional array);
dimension labels (for matrix: rows by columns; for three-dimensional
array: pages by rows by columns); parameter definition.
AREAQTY
Scalar; number of ocean areas.
BGAREA
Matrix; battle group type by day of cycle; battle group track.
BGCVQTY
Matrix; battle group type by day of cycle; number of aircraft car-
riers.
BGEND
Vector; by battle group type; last day of battle group cycle.
BGESCQTY
Matrix; battle group type by day of cycle; number of surface escorts.
BGEXP
Matrix; threat submarine type X battle group type by 7 (VP; SSN; ESC;
CV; TORP; SLCM; SUB); shape parameter per expected loss curve.
BGEXPLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type X battle group type by 7 (VP; SSN;
ESC; CV; TORP; SLCM; SUB); expected loss per engagement.
BGFPSCORE
Matrix; battle group type by 4 (VP; SSN; ESC; CV); firepower score
per unit.
BGSCREEN





Matrix; battle group type by day of campaign; number of aircraft
carriers sailing.
BGSSNQTY
Matrix; battle group type by day of cycle; number of attack sub-
marines.
BGVPQTY
Matrix; battle group type by day of cycle; number of maritime patrol
aircraft stations.
CONAREA
Matrix; convoy type by day of cycle; convoy track.
CONEND
Vector; by convoy type; last day of convoy cycle.
CONESCQTY
Matrix; convoy type by day of cycle; number of surface escorts.
CONEXP
Matrix; threat submarine type X convoy type by 7 (VP; SSN; ESC;
MER; TORP; SLCM; SUB); shape parameter per expected loss curve.
CONEXPLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type X convoy type by 7 (VP; SSN; ESC;
MER; TORP; SLCM; SUB); expected loss per engagement.
CONFPSCORE
Matrix; convoy type by 4 (VP; SSN; ESC; MER); firepower score per
unit.
CONMERQTY
Matrix; convoy type by day of cycle; number of surface escorts.
CONSCREEN





Matrix; convoy type by day of campaign; number of merchant ships
sailing.
CONSSNQTY
Matrix; convoy type by day of cycle; number of attack submarines.
CONVPQTY
Matrix; convoy type by day of cycle; number of maritime patrol air-
craft stations.
DAYOFF
Scalar; 1: printout of day of campaign as execution of same begins
0: printout suppressed.
DURATION
Scalar; number of days in campaign.
INDAREA
Matrix; independent shipping type by day of cycle; independent ship
track.
INDEND
Vector; by independent shipping type; last day of independent ship
cycle.
INDPKILLSUB
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by independent shipping
type; probability of kill given attack, independent ship counter-
attack of threat submarine.
INDQTY
Matrix; independent shipping type by day of cycle; number of inde-
pendent ships.
INDSKED
Matrix; independent shipping type by day of campaign; number of in-
dependent ships sailing.
MINEPDET
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by mine type; probability




Array; ocean area by threat sumbarine type by mine type; probability
of kill given detection, mine attack of threat submarine.
MINEQTY
Matrix; mine type by ocean area; number of mines.
MINESKED
Vector; by ocean area; first day of campaign that minefield is ef-
fective.
OTHERPKBGCV
Matrix; battle group type by ocean area; percentage attrition to
aircraft carriers due other warfare.
OTHERPKBGESC
Matrix; battle group type by ocean area; percentage attrition to
surface escorts due other warfare.
OTHERPKBGSSN
Matrix; battle group type by ocean area; percentage attrition to
attack submarines due other warfare.
OTHERPKBGVP
Matrix; battle group type by ocean area; percentage attrition to
maritime patrol aircraft due other warfare.
OTHERPKCONESC
Matrix; convoy type by ocean area; percentage attrition to surface
escorts due other warfare.
OTHERPKCONMER
Matrix; convoy type by ocean area; percentage attrition to merchant
ships due other warfare.
OTHERPKCONSSN
Matrix; convoy type by ocean area; percentage attrition to attack
submarines due other warfare.
OTHERPKCONVP
Matrix; convoy type by ocean area; percentage attrition to maritime




Matrix; independent shipping type by ocean area; percentage attri-
tion to independent ships due other warfare.
OTHERPKMINE
Matrix; mine type by ocean area; percentage attrition to mines due
other warfare.
OTHERPKSSN
Matrix; attack submarine type by ocean area; percentage attrition to
attack submarines due other warfare.
OTHERPKURGAUX
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by ocean area; percentage
attrition to auxiliary ships due other warfare.
OTHERPKURGESC
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by ocean area; percentage
attrition to surface escorts due other warfare.
OTHERPKURGSSN
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by ocean area; percentage
attrition to attack submarines due other warfare.
OTHERPKURGVP
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by ocean area; percentage
attrition to maritime patrol aircraft due other warfare.
OTHERPKVP
Matrix; maritime patrol aircraft type by ocean area; percentage
attrition to maritime patrol aircraft due other warfare.
PAUSE
Scalar; next day of campaign that execution of model is to be tem-
porarily halted.
REFBGFPINDEX
Vector; by battle group type; reference, or base case, battle group
firepower index.
REFCONFPINDEX





Vector; by underway replenishment group type; reference, or base
case, underway replenishment group firepower index.
SOSUSPDETSUB
Matrix; threat submarine type by ocean area; probability of detec-
tion given opportunity, undersea surveillance system detection of
threat submarine.
SOSUSSKED
Vector; by ocean area; first day of campaign that undersea surveil-
lance system becomes ineffective.
SSNAREA
Matrix; attack submarine type by day of cycle; attack submarine track.
SSNBKPT
Vector; by attack submarine type; minimum number of attack submarines




Vector; by attack submarine type; last day of attack submarine cycle.
SSNOARAREA
Matrix; attack submarine type by day of out of area resupply cycle;
attack submarine track.
SSNOAREND
Vector; by attack submarine type; last day of attack submarine out
of area resupply cycle.
SSNOARQTY
Matrix; attack submarine type by day of out of area resupply cycle;
number of attack submarines.
SSNOFF
Vector; by attack submarine type; first day of cycle that attack sub-
marine is off station.
SSNON
Vector; by attack submarine type; first day of cycle that attack




Vector; by attack submarine type; percentage of attack submarines
that transit to out of area resupply, (do not return to base).
SSNPDETSUB
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by attack submarine type;
probability of detection given opportunity, attack submarine detec-
tion of threat submarine.
SSNPKILLSUB
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by attack submarine type;
probability of kill given detection, attack submarine attack of
threat submarine.
SSNQTY
Matrix; attack submarine type by day of cycle; number of attack sub-
marines.
SSNRETYPE
Vector; by attack submarine type; attack submarine type transferred
(retyped) to this attack submarine type. (Wolfpack application.)
SSNSKED
Matrix; attack submarine type by day of campaign; number of attack
submarines sailing.
SSNSUBENGLMT
Vector; by attack submarine type; maximum number of threat sub-
marines engaged per attack submarine, (engagement limit).
SSNTASMLOAD
Vector; by attack submarine type; number of TASMs initialized on
board each attack submarine.
SSNTLAMLOAD
Vector; by attack submarine type; number of TLAMs initialized on
board each attack submarine.
SSNTORPLOAD
Vector; by attack submarine type; number of torpedoes initialized




Matrix; threat submarine type by attack submarine type; number of
torpedoes expended per attack, attack submarine attack of threat
submarine.
SUBAREA
Matrix; threat submarine type by day of cycle; threat submarine
track.
SUBBGENGLMT
Vector; by threat submarine type; maximum number of battle groups
engaged per threat submarine, (engagement limit).
SUBBKPT
Vector; by threat submarine type; minimum number of threat sub-
marines per wolfpack. (If SUBQTY is less than SUBBKPT, threat
submarines are retyped.)
SUBCONENGLMT
Vector; by threat submarine type, maximum number of convoys engaged
per threat submarine, (engagement limit).
SUBEND
Vector by threat submarine type; last day of threat submarine cycle,
SUBINDENGLMT
Vector; by threat submarine type; maximum number of independent
ships engaged per threat submarine, (engagement limit).
SUBOARAREA
Matrix; threat submarine type by day of out of area resupply cycle;
threat submarine track.
SUBOAREND
Vector; by threat submarine type; last day of threat submarine out
of area resupply cycle.
SUBOARQTY
Matrix; threat submarine type by day of out of area resupply cycle;




Vector; by threat submarine type; first day of cycle that threat
submarine is off station.
SUBON
Vector; by threat submarine type; first day of cycle that threat
submarine is on station.
SUBPCTOAR
Vector; by threat submarine type; percentage of threat submarines
that transit to out of area resupply, (do not return to base).
SUBPDETIND
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by independent shipping
type; probability of detection given opportunity, threat submarine
detection of independent ship.
SUBPENGBG
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by battle group type;
probability of engagement given opportunity, threat submarine en-
gagement of battle group.
SUBPENGCON
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by convoy type; proba-
bility of engagement given opportunity, threat submarine engagement
of convoy.
SUBPENGURG
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by underway replenishment
group type; probability of engagement given opportunity, threat sub-
marine engagement of underway replenishment group.
SUBPKILLIND
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by independent shipping
type; probability of kill given detection, threat submarine attack
of independent ship.
SUBPKILLSSN
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by attack submarine type;





Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by maritime patrol air-
craft type; probability of kill given attack, threat submarine
counterattack of maritime patrol aircraft.
SUBQTY
Matrix; threat submarine type by day of cycle; number of threat sub-
marines.
SUBRETYPE
Vector; by threat submarine type; threat submarine type transferred
(retyped) to this threat submarine type. (Wolfpack application.)
SUBSKED
Matrix; threat submarine type by day of campaign; number of threat
submarine sailings.
SUBSLCMLOAD
Vector; by threat submarine type; number of SLCMs initialized on
board each threat submarine.
SUBTASKBG
Vector; by threat submarine type; percentage threat submarines tasked
to engage battle groups.
SUBTASKCON
Vector; by threat submarine type; percentage threat submarines tasked
to engage convoys.
SUBTASKIND
Vector; by threat submarine type; percentage threat submarines tasked
to engage independent shipping.
SUBTASKURG
Vector; by threat submarine type; percentage threat submarines tasked
to engage underway replenishment groups.
SUBTORPLOAD
Vector; by threat submarine type; number of torpedoes initialized on




Matrix; threat submarine type by independent shipping type; number
of torpedoes expended per attack, threat submarine attack of inde-
pendent ship.
SUBTORPERSSN
Matrix; threat submarine type by attack submarine type; number of
torpedoes expended per attack, threat submarine counterattack of
attack submarine.
SUBURGENGLMT
Vector; by threat submarine type; maximum number of underway replen-
ishment groups engaged per threat submarine; (engagement limit).
URGAREA
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by day of cycle; underway
replenishment group track.
URGAUXQTY
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by day of cycle; number of
auxiliary ships.
URGEND
Vector; by underway replenishment group type; last day of underway
replenishment group cycle.
URGESCQTY
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by day of cycle; number
of surface escorts.
URGEXP
Matrix; threat submarine type X underway replenishment group type
by 7 (VP; SSN; ESC; AUX; TORP; SLCM; SUB); shape parameter per ex-
pected loss curve.
URGEXPLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type X underway replenishment group type
by 7 (VP; SSN; ESC; AUX; TORP; SLCM; SUB); expected loss per engage-
ment.
URGFPSCORE
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by 4 (VP; SSN; ESC; AUX);




Matrix; underway replenishment group type by 3 (VP; SSN; ESC); number
of units assigned per underway replenishment group.
URGSKED
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by day of campaign; number
of auxiliary ships sailing.
URGSSNQTY
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by day of cycle; number of
attack submarines.
URPVPQTY
Matrix; underway replenishment group type by day of cycle; number of
maritime patrol aircraft stations.
VPPDETDAT
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by maritime patrol air-
craft type; probability of detection given datum, maritime patrol
aircraft redetection of threat submarine.
VPPDETSUB
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by maritime patrol air-
craft type; probability of detection given opportunity, maritime
patrol aircraft detection of threat submarine.
VPPKILLSUB
Array; ocean area by threat submarine type by maritime patrol air-
craft type; probability of kill given detection, maritime patrol
aircraft attack of threat submarine.
VPQTY
Matrix; maritime patrol aircraft type by ocean area; number of mari-
time patrol aircraft stations.
VPSUBENGLMT
Vector; by maritime patrol aircraft type; maximum number of threat
submarines engaged per maritime patrol aircraft station, (engage-
ment limit).
ZEROSSNTASM
Vector; by attack submarine type; minimum number of TASMs remaining




Vector; by attack submarine type; minimum number of TLAMs remaining
on board an attack submarine to allow same to remain on station.
ZEROSSNTORP
Vector; by attack submarine type; minimum number of torpedoes re-
maining on board an attack submarine to allow same to remain on
station.
ZEROSUBSLCM
Vector; by threat submarine type; minimum number of SLCMs remaining
on board a threat submarine to allow same to remain on station.
ZEROSUBTORP
Vector; by threat submarine type; minimum number of torpedoes re-





Format of EXP/EXPLOSS Matrix
INTERACTION VP SSN ESC TGT TORP SLCM SUB










m types of threat submarines; n types of forces
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF OUTPUT PARAMETERS
PARAMETER NAME
Shape or dimension of parameter (array = three-dimensional array);
dimension labels (for matrix: rows by columns; for three-dimensional
array: passes by rows by columns); parameter definition.
AREABGCVLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by battle group type; attrition to aircraft car-
riers due threat submarines.
AREABGESCLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by battle group type; attrition to surface es-
corts within battle groups due threat submarines.
AREABGSSNLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by battle group type; attrition to attack sub-
marines within battle groups due threat submarines.
AREABGSUBLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines due battle groups.
AREABGVPLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by battle group type; attrition to maritime
patrol aircraft within battle groups due threat submarines.
AREACONESCLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by convoy type; attrition to surface escorts
within convoys due threat submarines.
AREACONMERLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by convoy type; attrition to merchant ships
within convoys due threat submarines.
AREACONSSNLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by convoy type; attrition to attack submarines




Matrix; ocean area by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines due convoys.
AREACONVPLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by convoy type; attrition to maritime patrol air-
craft within convoys due threat submarines.
AREAINDLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by independent shipping type; attrition to inde-
pendent ships due threat submarines.
AREAINDSUBLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines due independent shipping.
AREAMINESUBLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines due mines.
AREASSNLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by attack submarine type; attrition to attack
submarines due threat submarines.
AREASSNSUBLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by threat submarine type; attrition to threat sub-
marines due attack submarines.
AREASUBLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines.
AREAURGAUXLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by underway replenishment group type; attrition
to auxiliary ships within underway replenishment groups due threat
submarines.
AREAURGESCLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by underway replenishment group type; attrition





Matrix; ocean area by underway replenishment group type; attrition
to attack submarines within underway replenishment groups due threat
submarines.
AREAURGSUBLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines due underway replenishment groups.
AREAURGVPLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by underway replenishment group type; attrition
to maritime patrol aircraft within underway replenishment groups
due threat submarines.
AREAVPLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by maritime patrol aircraft type; attrition to
maritime patrol aircraft due threat submarines.
AREAVPSUBLOSS
Matrix; ocean area by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines due maritime patrol aircraft.
BGCVATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by battle group type; attrition to aircraft
carriers.
BGESCATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by battle group type; attrition to surface
escorts within battle groups.
BGSSNATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by battle group type; attrition to attack
submarines within battle groups.
BGSUBATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by threat submarine type; attrition to
threat submarines due battle groups.
BGSUBLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by battle group type; attrition to




Matrix; day of campaign by battle group type; attrition to maritime
patrol aircraft within battle groups.
CONESCARR
Matrix; day of campaign by convoy type; arrivals of surface escorts
within convoys.
CONESCATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by convoy type; attrition to surface escorts
within convoys.
CONMERARR
Matrix; day of campaign by convoy type; arrivals of merchant ships
within convoys.
CONMERATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by convoy type; attrition to merchant ships
within convoys.
CONSSNARR
Matrix; day of campaign by convoy type; arrivals of attack submar-
ines within convoys.
CONSSNATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by convoy type; attrition to attack sub-
marines within convoys.
CONSUBATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by threat submarine type; attrition to
threat submarines due convoys.
CONSUBLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by convoy type; attrition to threat
submarines due convoys.
CONVPARR





Matrix; day of campaign by convoy type; attrition to maritime patrol
aircraft within convoys.
INDARR
Matrix; day of campaign by independent shipping type; arrivals of
independent ships.
INDATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by independent shipping type; attrition to
independent ships.
INDSUBATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by threat submarine type; attrition to
threat submarines due independent shipping.
INDSUBLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by independent shipping type; attri-
tion to threat submarines due independent shipping.
MINESUBATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by threat submarine type; attrition to
threat submarines due mines.
MINESUBLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by mine type; attrition to threat sub-
marines due mines.
SSNATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by attack submarine type; attrition to
attack submarines.
SSNEXCTASM
Vector; by attack submarine type; excess TASMs expended.
SSNEXCTLAM
Vector; by attack submarine type; excess TLAMs expended.
SSNEXCTORP




Matrix; day of campaign by threat submarine type; attrition to
threat submarines due attack submarines.
SSNSUBLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by attack submarine type; attrition to
threat submarines due attack submarines.
SUBATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines.
SUBBGCVLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by battle group type; attrition to
aircraft carriers due threat submarines.
SUBBGESCLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by battle group type; attrition to
surface escorts within battle groups due threat submarines.
SUBBGSSNLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by battle group type; attrition to
attack submarines within battle groups due threat submarines.
SUBBGVPLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by battle group type; attrition to
maritime patrol aircraft within battle groups due threat submarines.
SUBCONESCLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by convoy type; attrition to surface
escorts within convoys due threat submarines.
SUBCONMERLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by convoy type; attrition to merchant
ships within convoys due threat submarines.
SUBCONSSNLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by convoy type; attrition to attack
submarines within convoys due threat submarines.
SUBCONVPLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by convoy type; attrition to maritime
patrol aircraft within convoys due threat submarines.
SUBEXCSLCM




Vector; by threat submarine type; excess torpedoes expended.
SUBINDLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by independent shipping type; attri-
tion to independent ships due threat submarines.
SUBSSNLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by attack submarine type; attrition
to attack submarines due threat submarines.
SUBURGAUXLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by underway replenishment group type;
attrition to auxiliary ships due threat submarines.
SUBURGESCLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by underway replenishment group type;
attrition to surface escorts within underway replenishment groups
due threat submarines.
SUBURGSSNLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by underway replenishment group type;
attrition to attack submarines within underway replenishment groups
due threat submarines.
SUBURGVPLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by underway replenishment group type;
attrition to maritime patrol aircraft within underway replenishment
groups due threat submarines.
SUBVPLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by maritime patrol aircraft type;
attrition to maritime patrol aircraft due threat submarines.
URGAUXARR
Matrix; day of campaign by underway replenishment group type; ar-
rivals of auxiliary ships.
URGAUXATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by underway replenishment group type;
attrition to auxiliary ships.
URGESCARR
Matrix; day of campaign by underway replenishment group type; ar-




Matrix; day of campaign by underway replenishment group type; attri-
tion to surface escorts within underway replenishment groups.
URGSSNARR
Matrix; day of campaign by underway replenishment group type; ar-
rivals of attack submarines within underway replenishment groups.
URGSSNATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by underway replenishment group type; attri-
tion to attack submarines within underway replenishment groups.
URGSUBATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by threat submarine type; attrition to threat
submarines due underway replenishment groups.
URGSUBLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by underway replenishment group type;
attrition to threat submarines due underway replenishment groups.
URGVPARR
Matrix; day of campaign by underway replenishment group type; "arrivals"
of maritime patrol aircraft within underway replenishment groups.
URGVPATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by underway replenishment group type; attri-
tion to maritime patrol aircraft within underway replenishment
groups.
VPATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by maritime patrol aircraft type; attrition
to maritime patrol aircraft.
VPSUBATTRIT
Matrix; day of campaign by threat submarine type; attrition to
threat submarines due maritime patrol aircraft.
VPSUBLOSS
Matrix; threat submarine type by maritime patrol aircraft type; at-
trition to threat submarines due maritime patrol aircraft.
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APPENDIX C: CONSTRAINTS ON ATTRITION
The computations, described in 1 1. A, utilized to determine the out-
come of interactions between individual elements provide an upper bound
on this attrition. The expected attrition to elements may be determined
by enumeration of all possible random events for a given set of force
levels. However, the large number of combinations of random detections
which may exist for a given set of force levels (in addition to an un-
known number of different sets of force levels) prohibits these computa-
tions within the model.
But if the defined probability of detection is "small", the expected
attrition is closely approximated by the upper bound. It can also be
shown that a lower bound exists, if an engagement limit equal to one is
imposed on the offensive elements, that is not significantly less than
the corresponding upper bound. When the probability of detection is
"small", this lower bound closely approximates the expected attrition.
Several assumptions are essential to the computations within the
model
:
1. Detections occur uniformly over the daily time step.
2. Detections occur independently of one another.
3. Given a detection, the target is attacked without undue delay.
4. Limited coordination occurs between offensive elements, as




The computations and examples herein provided are for the reduced
case of one type of offensive element, one type of defensive element,
and an imposed limit of one engagement (attack) per offensive element
within the daily time step. The theory applied may be expanded to the
campaign scenario.
Given an opportunity, an offensive element detects and successfully
attacks a defensive element with the probability, PD x PK. If all of-
fensive elements attack an individual defensive element, the target sur-
vives with the probability:
(1 - PDxPK) M
where:
M: Number of offensive elements
PD: Probability of detection
PK: Probability of kill given detection
Or, the probability that an individual defensive element is successfully
attacked is:
1 - (1 - PDxPK)
M
Given that there are N defensive elements (or targets), the number
of defensive elements successfully attacked is then approximated by:
N x (1 - (1 - PDxPK) M )
This approximation yields an upper bound on the attrition since all of-
fensive elements attack each defensive element, and no constraint is im-
posed on the number of engagements by each offensive element. Also,
this expected-value approximation as derived by Helmbold provides better
estimates than most other approximation schemes over a wide range of
parameter values [HELMBOLD, 1966] .
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The attrition to the defensive elements is determined by the minimum
of two upper bounds. One constraint, as just described, reflects both
the probability of detection and the probability of kill given detection:
Ul = N x (1 - (1 - PDxPK) M )
The second constraint considers the limit on engagements per offensive
element within the daily time step.
U2 = M x PK x E
where:
E: Maximum number of engagements for each offensive element within
the daily time step.
Attrition to the defensive elements is equal to the minimum of the
two upper bounds, Ul and U2 (that is, for the computations within this
campaign model). The minimum of these two upper bounds remains to be an
upper bound on the attrition.
However, the accuracy of this upper bound as an approximation to the
expected attrition is not certain. If a lower bound can be established
that does not differ significantly from the upper bound, the (upper
bound) approximation may then be acceptable.
If the limit on engagements is assumed to be one, a lower bound to
this attrition is provided by [HELMBOLD] :






Given an opportunity, an offensive element detects at least one de-
fensive element with the probability:
(1 - (1 - PD)
N
)






Assuming a limit of one engagement by each offensive element within
the daily time step, the probability that an offensive element success-
fully attacks a defensive element is:
PK x (1 - (1 - PD)
N
)
Then the probability that a given offensive element successfully attacks
a given defensive element is:
PK x (1 - (1 - PD)
N
)/N
Substitution of this probability of kill for the expression PDxPK in the
equation for Ul , an upper bound, yields the lower bound previously
stated.
Now if the probability of detection is "small",
Ul = N x (1 - (1 - MxPDxPK)) = NxMxPDxPK
and
L = N x (1 - (1 - M x PKx(NxPD) )) = NxMxPDxPK
N
If the expected attrition can be approximated by:
(L + Min(Ul,U2))/2
Then the expected attrition is approximated by:
N x M x PD x PK
for "small" probability of detection, PD. (That is, for a "small"




If the engagement limit is not one, determination of an appropriate
lower bound is more difficult. The upper bound to the attrition is
therefore used within the campaign model.
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Consider the following numerical example where:
N = 2
M = 2
PD = 0.5 (not "small")
PK = 1.0
Then Ul = 1 .5 and U2 = 2.0; the attrition to the defensive elements
as determined by the minimum of the two upper bounds is 1.5 elements.
The lower bound provides an estimate of attrition equal to 1.21875 ele-
ments.
Enumeration of the 16 possible combinations of random detections
yields an expected attrition of 1.375 elements in accordance with the
stated assumptions. This attrition is ascertained by determining the
probability of each event occurring and weighting it by the correspond-
ing expected loss of defensive elements. The upper and lower bounds
bracket the expected attrition, and do not differ "significantly".
L < E(Attrition) < Min(Ul, U2)
1.21875 < 1.375 < 1.5
(L + Min(Ul, U2))/2 = 1.359375
As the probability of detection becomes "small", the difference be-
tween these bounds further decreases and the accuracy of the approxima-
tion increases.
This campaign model provides but a moderately good description of
the real world. The decision to use an approximation to the attrition
is then acceptable and advantageous. This approach greatly reduces the
required computational effort, and provides "a clearer view of how the
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